
Coffee Menu



Costa Rica Hacienda Aquiares

El Salvador Diamante

Guatemala Antigua 

Guatemala San Francisco 

Costa Rica Amapola Tarrazú
Vibrant and lively coffee with fragrant aroma of

soft spices and nutty undertones.

Presents flavours of sweet milk chocolate
and a hazelnut undertone.

Notes of chocolate and a mild acidity
with hints of orange.

Rich aroma, velvety taste, balanced sweetness
and acidity with nutty notes.

Sweet and smooth coffee with flavours of
stewed fruit, rich plum & blackcurrant. 

Guatemala Pacayalito 
Coffee with smooth creamy body, crisp notes of

cherry and subtle chocolate notes.

Central American



Honduras Marcala

Honduras Santa Rosa

Mexico Finca La Aurora

Nicaragua Matagalpa

Panama La Gloria

Well-balanced coffee with rich notes of toffee and
fudge on top of a juicy acidity.

Smooth, rich, sweet coffee with chocolate flavours
with subtle notes of orange.

Flavours of lime, honey and berry, and lingering
notes of chocolate

An intense and rich coffee, with plenty of vibrant
acidity and flavours of cocoa and nutmeg.

An elegant and smooth coffee with notes of pecan, sweet 
green grape and toffee-like richness.

Central American



Brazil Dulce Natural

Brazil Finca Cachoeira 

Brazil Ipanema Yellow Catuai 

Brazil Santos

Brazil Dbarbosa Microlot
Flavours of tropical fruit & caramel, creamy smooth

body and lingering aftertaste.

Notes of hazelnut, chocolate and toffee with
sweet lingering finish

Sweet coffee with flavours of milk chocolate,
hazelnut & caramel

Creamy and heavy coffee with refined citric acidity
and pronounced caramel taste. 

Sweet and smooth coffee with medium acidity
and hints of nuts and cocoa-like aroma. 

Colombia Excelso Huila 
Huila has a round body, bright acidity, chocolate

taste and smooth velvety texture. 

South American



Colombia Finca El Oasis 

Colombia Finca Sofia 

Colombia La Loma Linda 

Colombia La Lomita

Colombia Los Olivos

Colombia Sierra Nevada

With flavours of dark chocolate, honey and vanilla.
A sweet vanilla like aroma with floral hints.

Well balanced, medium body, high complex acidity, citrus, 
lemon and sweet almond notes.

Flavours of honey, almond and panela with
bright clean exotic fruit acidity. 

Buttery mouthfeel, sweet acidity with notes of
banoffee with a smooth and clean finish.

Creamy and smooth with flavours of Vanilla Cedar,
green apple and honey.

Bright acidity, balanced with a wonderful honey, berry
sweetness, vanilla notes and a smooth body. 

South American



African

Ethiopian Sidamo

Ethiopian Yirgacheffe

Kenya Bora

Ethiopian Natural Sidamo
Rich flavours of berries and stoned fruits. Sweet & bright

Lemon and citrus notes and bright crisp acidity.

fine acidity, body and delicate floral, tea-like characteristics.

Full-bodied coffee with hints of blackcurrant
and sweet molasses.

Kenya Peaberry
Fine body, rich acidity and lemony aromatic notes.

Bright and sweet cup with notes of citrus, apple and vanilla

Tanzania Majinja
Notes of apple juice, orange peel, butterscotch,

caramel and dark chocolate.

Uganda Bukonzo
Sweet, fruity coffee with hints of raspberries.
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Asian

India Mysore Bababudan

Monsooned Malabar

Old Brown Java

Sumatra Lintong

Sumatra Mandheling

Full-bodied coffee with rustic, musky, tobacco
flavour notes and vanilla aroma.

Medium-bodied coffee with notes of dark chocolate and 
fresh earth and bright acidity.

Full bodied, dry finish. Clove tobacco and chocolate
flavours. Malt and biscuit aftertaste.

Rich, smoky and earthy coffee with a monotone
smoothness and a sweet spicy kick.

Full-bodied, syrupy body combined with muted
acidity makes an elegant exotic cup.



Redber Blends

Café Francais

Winter Blend

Sweet Shop Blend

Sumatra & santos

All Day Blend

Sweet, fruity, floral blend of Guatemalan, Kenyan
and Ethiopian beans.

An exotic blend of spicy Sumatra and smooth,
rich and chocoltey Brazilian Santos.

A smooth blend of nutty Brazilian and
chocolatey Honduras.

. Combining chocolatey, fruity and spicy flavour
notes to create a warming festive cup.

A sweet blend of well-balanced Brazilian Santos,
rich El Salvador and fruity Natural Sidamo.



Redber Blends

Rich Merchant

Dark Italian

Santos & Old Brown Java

SignaturE Blend

Caffè Italiano
Rich, smooth, sweet with chocolate and nutty hints.

It’s a great classic blend.

Velvety, sweet with hints of chocolates and nuts.

Dark Italian is sweet, full-bodied with nutty,
chocolatey hints.

If you like rich bold, smoky coffee, Santos and
Java Blend is ideal for you.

Rich notes of notes of chocolate, nuts
and summer fruits.



Guatemala Decaf Swiss Water

Colombia Decaf Mountain Water

Mexico Mountain Water Decaf

Central American Decaf Blend
Luxurious, velvety smooth body and a great

aroma of warming spices.

The coffee has a medium body, with acidity
and fruity, caramel and citrus notes.

Coffee with a lovely round body, balanced acidity
and rich sweet lingering finish.

Spicy, chocolatey, sweet and lemon flavours with a bright 
acidity and clean aftertaste.

Decaf



Redber are a coffee roastery based in Guildford,
Surrey. Founded in 2012 by Graham and Petra.

We have over 40 single origin coffee beans as well as 
our own delicious Redber blends. We roast our

coffees to order 6 days a week, so our beans are 
always fresh and never stored.

We’re passionate about great quality coffee, grown 
and traded fairly. We have a growing number of

directly traded coffee beans and work with a number 
of charities including Seeds for Development.

Through Redber you can find anything and everything 
coffee related. Our customers are as diverse as our 

coffee beans - from the domestic coffee lover
to the caffeine fuelled office, and a lively cafe to a

busy caterer.

No matter who you are you will recieve only the
highest quality coffee from us, and we roast and send 

our coffee all over the UK and Europe.

We are very proud to trade coffee beans directly from The Green 
Collection & Dbarbosa coffee farms in Brazil and Colombia
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